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Backroom Press Committee
This year we saw some changes at the
AGM in the make-up of our Management
Committee. We farewelled Bex and Ushan.
Although we will miss them at our meetings,
they continue to be ‘active members’. Bex
is busy growing up the next generation of
Backroom Press booklovers as well as using her
educational background to support us with
the development of teachers’ notes for some of
our publications. Ushan continues to do the
uploading of information onto our webpage to
keep it up to date.
As these two members stood down from the
committee, active member Gillian Kennedy
stood up. Over the previous year she had
joined us at many of our monthly meetings,
and definitely knew what she was raising her
hand for when she agreed to stand — pots of
tea, good laughs and great company, as well
as the chance to learn about the art of book
publishing! Rachael Christensen, after ‘retiring’
from her long association with the bookpublishing industry, couldn’t keep herself away
for long and we are very excited to have her join
our committee.
We continue to be guided by two of the
founding members of BP, Pat and Joyce, whose
talent, tenacity and incredible good humour
truly make up the backbone of BP; they are two
of the core reasons people are drawn to join us.

Backroom Press

Committee

Sudha Coutinho: Chairperson
Alex Smee: Treasurer
Val Burgess: Secretary
Pat Lowe: Founding member
Joyce Hudson: Founding Member
Christine Elsasser
Gillian Kennedy
Rachael Christensen
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Not all our members have the time (or
inclination) to be part of a committee,
but you are always welcome to join us at
our meetings if you would like to know
next meeting is scheduled you can email
admin@backroompress.com.au
For those members who would like
to take more of an active role in BP, we
have a special category called ‘Active
Members’.
I would like to mention the special
role Active Members played in 2013.
Gillian, Sarah Yu, Anna McDonald,
Anna Moulton, Hillary Smale and Nicola
Kalmar took up the challenge and it was
fantastic to have not only their input at
meetings and deliberations but also their
practical assistance with cake baking
and stall manning. Finally, many thanks
to Robyn Wells for producing Backroom
Bytes.
If you would like to become an active
member, let us know.

FORTHCOMING TITLE
Backroom Press is pleased to
announce that it has signed a
contract with author Pat Lowe to
publish her treatise on termites.
Watch this space for publication
details.

congratulations!
We are delighted to announce
that a founding member
of Backroom Press, Joyce
Hudson, was recognised in the
Australia Day Honours list and
has received her AM — Member
of the Order of Australia — for
her contribution to Aboriginal
languages over many years.
Backroom Press
congratulates Joyce most
heartily for her well-deserved
award, while enjoying a little of
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updates

from the back room

Some of Corrugated Lines Volunteer Coordinating
members. Photo: Hillary Smale

2014 Corrugated Lines:
a festival of words
As founding member of Corrugated Lines,
Backroom Press continues to be the principal
driver of the festival. This continues to raise
our profile and in 2013 we were mentioned in
a national paper – The Australian.
Pat and Alex ran the very successful ‘Better
writing guaranteed or your money back’
workshop, which attracted 18 participants.
Happy to say we got to keep all the money
raised and no refunds were given. BP
also hosted the Best First Line On-line
Competition. In true collaborative form
we invited representatives from the major
publishing houses in WA to be on the judging
panel. It was great to put ourselves alongside
Magabala Books, Margaret River Press, UWA
Press and Fremantle Press.
A commitment at our Creative Planning
Day was once again to drive Corrugated
Lines. We have plans for another on-line
writing project as well as to launch our newest
publication at the festival.

Art of Fire
on YouTube!

Alex and Joyce worked tirelessly
in the rather dry role of treasurersin-arms throughout 2013. Their
work was one of the major
achievements in the back room.
BP has grown organically, and in
2013 we made a commitment to
get our administration processes
streamlined. Of course, a lot of
work has to be done to get it to
that place — and Alex and Joyce
took on the challenge admirably.
We, and I am sure future
committee members, thank them
wholeheartedly.
During 2013 we revisited and
updated our standard author
contract. Our active member,
Anna Moulton, supported us in
that we have created a contract

that is fair for both our creators
and ourselves. Although we
aim to publish one book a year,
you may have noticed that last
year that didn’t happen. We
received several manuscripts for
our consideration and provided
constructive feedback to those
who submitted. Unfortunately,
most were not ready for us to
consider or did not meet the
guidelines. We decided to post
guidelines on our new website to
assist people before they submit.
We also saw a big mob of BP
volunteers come out to help us
with the movement of our stock
into one safe place. It has been
great to consolidate the stock and
we thank Val and Gareth for the
use of their storeroom.

Teachers’ Notes
As part of National Indigenous Literacy Day, we donated school
sets of the Travellers’ Series titles: When Harry went to India by
Susan Sickert and Harry Watson, and Jimmy and Pat go to China,
by Pat Lowe, illustrated by Jimmy Pike, to all schools across the
Kimberley.
This year we are following up with teachers’ notes to accompany these
publications. They will be sent to all Kimberley schools and posted on our website.
If you are a teacher and interested in creating teaching notes for any of our other
publications we would love to hear from you.

Last year we were approached by Rangelands
NRM about making an animated version of Art
of Fire for use by Manyjilyjarra (Martu) Rangers.
Rangelands funded the project and DVD’s
were produced by Red Dirt Consultants. They
purchased a number of hard copies of the book
to accompany the translation. The animation
has been uploaded onto YouTube. Find it on
YouTube, Art of Fire – Animation.

